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Summary
Long-term preservation of digitally signed records may be a challenging task.
Digital signatures expire and digital certificates may be revoked, thus influencing the trustworthiness of archived digital records. The authors firstly explain the problems and then proceed to a description of the planned research.
The research will be conducted on a sample of digitally signed and archived
electronic forms stored in the PDF file format, originating from the period from
2006 to 2009.
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Introduction
Thibodeau (2002) said that “the preservation of digital objects involves a variety of challenges, including policy questions, institutional roles and relationships, legal issues, intellectual property rights, and metadata” but also that “the
variety and complexity of digital information objects engender a basic criterion
for the evaluation of possible digital preservation methods, namely that they
must address this variety and complexity.” Becker, Kulovits, and Rauber (2010)
further explain that since “a digital object needs the correct environment in order to function, we can either recreate the original environment (emulation) or
transform the object to work in different environments (migration)”. However,
the digital object could also be converted to a newer version of the same file
format, or to a different file format (conversion). All those changes could impact the trustworthiness of a digital record, i.e. influence its authenticity, reliability, accuracy, integrity, and/or usability. In order to prevent any of the possible unwanted changes, Duranti (1999) explicated that “irrespective of the longterm solution for the preservation of authentic electronic records, it is quite clear
that there will not be much worth preserving for the future if serious measures
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The problem
Digitally signed reco
ords, althouggh well presserved over the long-terrm period,
could lose their legal validity if thhe digital sig
gnature canno
ot be validatted, or if it
loses its characteristic
c
c of non-repuudiation. Ad
dobe confirm
ms that “the m
mere existence of a digital signaature is not aan adequate assurance th
hat a documeent is what
it appearss to be”. If the validity ccheck of a digital signatu
ure results inn an error,
e.g. no prroof of existeence, the recoord’s trustwo
orthiness may
y be comproomised.

Figure 1. Co
ommon PKI elem
ments in signatture workflows (Adobe, p. 3)

d
signatuures have a valid
v
time sp
pan, and that their valiThe probllem is that digital
dation reqquires a conn
nection withh the certificaation authority relying onn the Public Key Innfrastructuree (PKI) (Figuure 1). If any
y of the elemeents in this cchain fails,
the validiity check willl fail too. T
This is even more
m
importaant if the reccords with
advancedd digital sign
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d
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ficates, are
being preeserved. Dig
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the digitaally signed reecords? Is thaat technically
y possible? However,
H
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should be appropriately addressed before it appears. In the case of this planned
research, the digitally signed records are already archived, and it yet remains to
be investigated if the passage of time will influce/influences their trustworthiness. The results of this preliminary research will provide some answers relevant to the more crucial questions recognised above, and will help prepare a
later stage of the research in which those questions will be addressed in full.

Research
The research will be conducted on electronic forms of the public administration
services created from 2006 up until 2009. The electronic forms subject of research will be the electronic form of the Croatian Pension Insurance and the
electronic form of online registration to the Court Register, both created as PDF
documents and digitally signed. The working hypothesis is that the technological progress has no effect on the long-term preservation of the content and the
key elements of electronic records, and that both the content and the key elements of electronic records are fully preserved. Of course, this hypothesis can
prove to be true, partially true or false.

Methodology
The methods of collection, sampling, parametrisation, testing, comparison,
analysis, synthetisation, and abstraction will be used in the course of the study.
The plan is to organise the research in several steps as follows:
1. Definition of the research parameters and the testing environment.
2. Collection of samples of electronic records (.PDF files) for analysis
from the production system of each electronic service, i.e. from its archives.
3. Organisation of all samples of electronic records of one electronic service into a single directory in the test environment.
4. Duplication – a copy of the sample will be made before the testing in
order to ensure that the testing has no impact on the original sample.
5. Testing will be done by opening the sample PDFs in the version of the
reader from the time of record creation, following by opening the same
sample in the consecutive, newer versions of the reader. During the
testing, it will be necessary to examine whether the individual Reader
version contains a documented bug. In that case it will be necessary to
register these findings and take the next stable version of the Reader in
which a particular bug was corrected. The characteristics of the records
will be investigated.
6. Data analysis.
7. Synthetisation of the findings.
8. Writing of the final report and recommendations.
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For the purpose of this research the following characteristics of the archived
electronic forms of the public administration services in the .PDF format will be
investigated:
1. Readability of the content.
2. Validity of digital signatures.
3. Functionality of digital signatures’ visualization.
4. Display of digital signatures’ elements.
5. Size of digital signatures.
6. Size of electronic records.
7. Legal usability of the electronic records.
Other characteristics may prove to be relevant as well.
The testing environment should include:
1. Possibility of installation of all versions of the reader using the latest
OS environment.
2. Ability to recognize extensions and attributes of electronic records.
3. The possibility to duplicate the testing sample without losing the attributes of the sample.

Expected results
The researchers hope to prove the hypothesis, i.e. to find out that the technological progress has no effect on the long-term preservation of the digitally
signed PDFs, and that both the content and the key elements relevant to the
concept of trustworthiness of electronic records are fully preserved. These expectations are based on the facts that the investigated records are stored in the
stable and widely accepted file format and that the vendor takes into the consideration the backward compatibility of their products.
Results of this research will be used in the next stage in which the preservation
of the historic information on the revocation lists, along with the digitally
signed records, as well as the application of timestamps to the records with the
expiring certificates, will be investigated.
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